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Business Trends on Converting Paper Processes to Electronic Format

While many companies in our
industry are just ramping up their
cloud capture initiatives, Esker
recently reported that in 2015 it
generated 42 million Euros
(approximately $48M) in revenue
from cloud-based document
process automation solutions. This
includes invoice processing (a
popular application for capture
vendors). It also includes elements
like sending out invoices and
processing payments.

“We address the entire purchase-
to-pay (P2P) and order-to-cash
process,” explained Steve Smith,
the COO of Esker U.S. (Esker’s
headquarters are in Lyon, France,
with its U.S. offices in Madison,
WI.) “For P2P, this starts with the
creation of purchase requests,
goes to outbound POs and then to
inbound invoices. On the other
side is order-to-cash, which
involves orders coming in, getting
processed, making sure the prices
are correct, making sure our
customer has inventory on hand,
and then getting their invoices
out.”

All these services are offered as
part of Esker on Demand in the
cloud or DeliveryWare on
premises. “We see a lot of
specialists in the industry that
focus on order processing or A/R,
but they don’t have anything for
A/P or procurement,” said Smith.
“A business might have to talk to
four different vendors to get all
their order-to-cash and P2P
processes taken care of. We can
do it all.  A lot of our customers
might only be looking to automate
one piece of their financial process

today, but down the road may
want to solve more. No one wants
to have to go to multiple vendors.”

According to Smith,
Esker currently has
about 3,500 customers
using Esker on
Demand.  “We focus
on mid-to-larger size
customers,” he said.
“We have Fortune 100
customers all the way
down to standard mid-
market sized
organizations. We rely
heavily on our
integration with SAP,
NetSuite, Microsoft
Dynamics and some of the larger
ERP systems, but have integrated
with more than 30 different ERP
applications. We are integrated
with all our customers’ ERP
systems. It’s a standard part of
what we do.”

For invoice processing, this
integration enables Esker to match
its automated extraction results
with its customers’ vendor
databases. “What we really want
to do is take manual steps out,”
said Smith. “We want to deliver
data into and out of ERP systems
faster and into the recipients
hands in the format they like to
receive it.”

This includes distributed invoices.
“Our goal is to get as many of our
customers’ customers to accept
electronic invoices as possible, but
we’ll send them in whatever
format the customer wants,
because we’ve found that
increases the chances it will get

paid faster,” said Smith. 

Esker has also started offering a
portal to enable collaboration

between its customers
and their suppliers and
customers. “The portal
includes a complete
record of everything that
takes place from the time
an order is received, to
when it is delivered, up
through the point the
invoice is paid,” said
Smith. “It facilitates real-
time, online
communication to settle
any disputes and keeps
the process moving

efficiently.”

Esker’s vertical market focuses
include healthcare, life sciences,
construction, and manufacturing.

MMaarrkkeett  eevvoolluuttiioonn
Esker launched on Demand in

2005. “Nobody called it SaaS at
that time,” said Smith. “The first
thing we offered through it was
management of outbound mail. In
2006, we started adding other
functionality like order processing,
and other A/R and A/P options.
That’s when we really started to
get into what today is our bread-
and-butter.”

According to Smith, by 2007, 60-
80% of all new Esker deals in
Europe were in the cloud. “In the
U.S. [which accounted for 43% of
Esker’s total sales in 2015], it was a
little slower to ramp up. It took
until about 2009 until we saw a
tipping point,” he said. “At that
point, we were going through a
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recession and IT resources were being stripped to bare bones
levels. People had to find ways to automate because they
couldn’t hire additional employees. Then, I think the light
bulb went on and even after the economy started to
improve, instead of fighting tooth and nail for IT resources to
implement automation, like they always had to in the past,
our customers started embracing the cloud. 

“I think they had felt that bringing in more servers not only
was key to more job security, it was also the only secure way
to do a lot of stuff. But once people realized the cloud was
secure and represented an efficient way to bring in
automation, the orders started coming in. Now 80-90% of our
new process automation customers choose the cloud.”

For on Demand, Esker charges customers a subscription fee
based on the processes they are automating, as well as a per
transaction fee. In 2015, Esker’s on Demand revenue grew
24% YOY while DeliveryWare sales were flat. Esker’s overall
sales, including legacy products (which includes fax server
and terminal emulation software) were 58 million Euro
($66M). Net income was 6.5 million Euro ($7.3M)—up 39%
YOY.

“We have gone through the financial transition [that on
premises software vendors moving to the cloud need to go
through],” said Smith. “We are now very profitable, and, in
fact, improved our profitability significantly last year. Also,
generating so much revenue through a SaaS model makes us
more stable. If there is a downturn in the economy, it should
not affect us as much.”

FFuuttuurree  ggrroowwtthh  ppllaannss
Going forward, Smith said Esker will continue to improve its

portal. “We want to provide true social media-like
communication between our customers and their suppliers
and customers around orders and invoices,” he said. “We are
already offering some payment options for invoices, as well
as exploring additional alternative payment methods [like
dynamic discounting]. We want to do whatever we can to
make the relationships between buyers and vendors work
better and more seamlessly.”

Esker is also looking at geographic expansion. “We currently
host on Demand in the U.S. for North America and in France
for Europe,” said Smith. “We are looking at expanding onto
Microsoft Azure because it could provide us with servers in
other countries. This could help us with speed issues in
countries where the Internet is slower. For example, if it is
taking two to three seconds for the screen to pop up for a
customer in Asia, that can seem like a lifetime. Having our
software on an Azure server in a particular country could
alleviate that.

“In addition, there has been a lot of noise recently related to
data needing to be physically stored in specific countries
where it is utilized. Azure would enable us to comply with
any requirements in that area.”

For more information: http://bit.ly/Esker2015
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